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A critiquing system evaluating a physician's man-
agement plan may produce a set of individual com-
ments that, taken together, appear repetitious or
incoherent. This paper presents TraumaGEN, a
system for integrating sets of possibly inter-related
communicative goals into one or more coherent
messages. TraumaGEN takes account of the pur-
pose of the messages, the situation in which the
messages will be received, and the social role of
the system. Preliminary evaluation of TraumaGEN
indicates that it produces coherent integrated mes-
sages.

INTRODUCTION

To deliver real-time decision support e�ectively in
trauma management, a system must not only know
what is appropriate for patient care, but also be
able to communicate such support concisely and co-
herently to the physician. We take the unit of com-
munication to be a communicative goal and its re-
alization in language (or a combination of language
and graphics). In much of trauma management, a
system may have several di�erent communicative
goals at the same time. It therefore requires a mes-
sage generator that can take an arbitrary and often
inter-related set of communicative goals and pro-
duce text that realizes the entire set in a concise
and coherent form.
In this paper, we describe the kind of decision-

support that TraumAID, a system for emergen-
cy center trauma care, and its critiquing interface
TraumaTIQ have been designed to provide. We
then present our solution to the problem of pro-
ducing concise and coherent texts that convey this
decision-support. Throughout the paper we present
examples from our implemented system, and the
paper includes the results of an evaluation of the
resultant messages.

REAL-TIME DECISION SUPPORT

TraumAID[1] is a decision support system for ad-
dressing the initial de�nitive management of mul-
tiple trauma. TraumAID consists of two compo-
nents: 1) a rule-based reasoner that draws conclu-
sions from the available data and posts appropriate
diagnostic and therapeutic goals, and 2) a planner
that constructs a plan for addressing these goals.
One important feature of TraumAID's planner is
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that it recognizes where actions chosen to satis-
fy one goal can be used in satisfying other ones.
Thus, as one might expect in a domain where time
is at a premium, actions are frequently overloaded
to satisfy multiple goals. Initial evaluation and val-
idation studies indicate that TraumAID produces
high-quality diagnostic and therapeutic plans for
managing patient care in both simple and complex
trauma cases [2].
To use such plans for real-time clinical decision

support, an interface was developed, TraumaTIQ
[2, 3], that uses TraumAID's plans to produce cri-
tiques in response to physician orders. Because or-
ders involve future actions, they can be modi�ed
or cancelled by the physician. Thus TraumaTIQ's
critiques can lead to changes in what is actually
done, by focusing solely on clinically relevant dif-
ferences between the physician's orders and Traum-
AID's plan.
TraumaTIQ hypothesizes the physician's plan

based on his or her orders and actions and the cur-
rent status of the patient, identi�es di�erences be-
tween that plan and TraumAID's current plan, and
then noti�es the physician of any discrepancies that
could seriously impact patient care. By inferring
the physician's plan, TraumaTIQ can take into ac-
count why the physician may be performing a par-
ticular action when deciding whether to produce a
critique and, if so, what information to include in
the critique. Thus not only can it avoid criticizing
relatively minor di�erences in plans, but it can al-
so couch its recommendations in terms of the goals
that the physician is pursuing or that the system
believes should be addressed.
TraumaTIQ has been designed to recognize four

types of di�erences between plans:

1. Errors of Omission - where an action needed to
achieve a management goal has not been ordered
within a few minutes of the goal having been
posted;

2. Errors of Commission - where an action has been
ordered but is either unmotivated by a known
goal or is subsumed by some other action;

3. Procedure Choice Errors - where a less costly or
less invasive action would be preferred;

4. Scheduling Errors - where another action should
be scheduled before the ordered action due to the
relative urgency of the actions, constraints on the
temporal order of actions in a procedure, or de-
pendencies between the actions.



TraumaTIQ's critiques are conveyed using natural
language sentences generated by �lling in sentence
schemata.
TraumaTIQ has been compared with human

judges evaluating trauma care [2, 3] and found to
have several behavioral similarities with them vis-
a-vis the production of critiques. The problem we
address here is that, while in isolation each of Trau-
maTIQ's critiques may e�ectively warn a physician
about a problem in their plan, in most cases where
the physician's plan di�ers from TraumAID's, sev-
eral problems are detected and thus multiple cri-
tiques are produced. We found that some cri-
tiques detracted from other ones, that some cri-
tiques would make more sense if they took explicit
account of those appearing earlier, and that there
was informational overlap among the critiques. We
felt that a text planner could help in producing
more coherent and concise messages that achieve
multiple communicative goals.
Although natural language generation has been

used in other health care systems [4, 5], these ap-
plications have not required that several indepen-
dent comments be combined into a single integrat-
ed message. While the HealthDoc system (current-
ly under development) [6] produces for a patient a
simpli�ed version of a physician's \master text", it
is focused on surface-level changes to the extract-
ed text that enhance coherence (e.g. inserting pro-
nouns, deleting extraneous references, etc.) As fu-
ture systems make use of independent modules with
di�erent sources of expertise, such as a Bayesian
reasoner, a rule-based inference engine, etc., they
also will need to integrate possibly disparate recom-
mendations into a coherent message and will need
to adopt techniques similar to ours.

CONSTRUCTING INTEGRATED
MESSAGES

TraumaGEN starts with several communicative
goals and a means for achieving each goal in iso-
lation. It uses a set of transformational rules that
transform these into coherent message units that
achieve the overall set of goals. These message units
are then translated into natural language using sen-
tence schemata.
The nature of trauma management suggested

several objectives that should inuence the gener-
ation process and which are reected in Trauma-
GEN:

� Purpose: Since the purpose of the messages is
to support decision-making, the system's recom-
mendations should continue to be organized in
terms of relevant domain goals.

� Situation: Since the emergency center requires
rapid decision-making in a chaotic setting, the
messages must be succinct, unambiguous, and
easily assimilated.

� Social role: Since the system's social role on the

medical team is that of an expert consultant to
the physician who retains responsibility for the
quality of patient care, it must recognize that the
physician can ignore its recommendations.

Integrating Critiques into Message Units

We analyzed 5361 individual critiques comprising
753 critique sets produced by TraumaTIQ, where a
critique set represents the critiques resulting from
a single order. This revealed 22 common patterns
of inter-related critiques, each pattern covering a
subpart of a critique set. We designed a set of nine
rules for transforming such inter-related critiques
into integrated messages.

Interacting Critiques. Our analysis of Trau-
maTIQ's original output showed that one critique
could detract from another critique, although each
was both justi�ed and coherent in isolation. Con-
sider, for example, the following two critiques:

*Performing local visual exploration of all abdom-
inal wounds is preferred over doing a peritoneal
lavage for ruling out a suspicious abdominal wall
injury.

*Please remember to check for laparotomy scars
before you do a peritoneal lavage.

While individually, each critique is coherent, to-
gether they are not: the �rst is meant to dissuade
the physician from doing a peritoneal lavage, while
the second assumes one will be done. In some situ-
ations, such as tutoring, the system might discard
the second critique; however, in real-time decision-
support, discarding the second critique would be
inappropriate since the system's advice about the
preferred procedure may not be followed. Thus the
system should produce a coherent message that in-
tegrates the two critiques.
Our solution to this problem is to allow revision

rules that are triggered when two critiques have an
apparent conict. In such cases, the two critiques
are merged into a single message, and the conict-
ing critique is revised. For example, our rule Revise-
Conict is triggered whenever a critique whose goal
is that an ordered action be properly scheduled oc-
curs with a critique whose intention is that the ac-
tion be replaced with one more highly preferred.
Revise-Conict merges the two critiques into a sin-
gle message that ends by conceding that the ordered
action might still be done and giving the scheduling
critique in case it is. Thus, the previous two con-
icting critiques would be revised and merged into
the following message:

Performing local visual exploration of all abdom-
inal wounds is preferred over doing a peritoneal
lavage for ruling out a suspicious abdominal wall
injury. However, if you do a peritoneal lavage,
then remember to �rst check for laparotomy scars.



Note that the new message still recommends the
better procedure, but leaves the �nal choice in the
hands of the physician who is responsible for quality
patient care.
Another rule, Revise-Interactions, is triggered

when a critique whose goal is to postpone a depen-
dent action occurs in conjunction with a critique
whose goal is execution of the action on which the
dependency is based. For example, consider the fol-
lowing two individual critiques produced by Trau-
maTIQ:

*Caution: do a peritoneal lavage immediately as
part of ruling out abdominal bleeding.

*Do not reassess the patient in 6 to 24 hours until
after doing a peritoneal lavage. The outcome of
the latter may a�ect the need to do the former.

While technically the two critiques do not conict,
TraumaGEN's revision rules exploit the relation be-
tween their communicative goals to produce the fol-
lowing more concise and coherent message:

*Do a peritoneal lavage immediately as part of rul-
ing out abdominal bleeding. Use the results of the
peritoneal lavage to decide whether or not to re-
assess the patient in 6 to 24 hours.

Informational Overlap. One prevalent problem
in TraumaTIQ's output is informational overlap |
actions often appear in several di�erent warnings
and thus the message as a whole appears repeti-
tious. The top part of Figure 1 presents three such
overlapping critiques produced by TraumaTIQ. In
some cases we found actions were repeated over as
many as four critiques.
Our approach for merging such critiques is moti-

vated by four criteria: 1) group by relevant treat-
ment goals; 2) avoid repeated mention of the same
action, since this may erroneously imply that it be
done several times; 3) produce concise messages;
and 4) produce few, rather than many, individ-
ual messages. Our approach draws upon work in
rhetorical structure theory[7] which posits that a
coherent text plan consists of segments related to
one another by rhetorical relations. So another
transformational rule, Combine-Similar-Intentions,
�nds critiques with di�erent goals but a subset of
similar actions and considers merging them into a
single message consisting of segments related by a
Sequence relation. This is illustrated in the bottom
part of Figure 1.
Since the above criteria may sometimes be in con-

ict, TraumaGEN evaluates the possible ways in
which overlapping critiques might be combined into
a merged message with a metric that weighs 1) the
reduction in repetition of actions; 2) whether goals
must be repeated; 3) the number of individual cri-
tiques that are merged; and 4) the number of seg-

Original Critiques with Informational Overlap:

*Caution: get a post chest tube x-ray immediately
to evaluate the chest.

*Caution: insert a right chest tube and get a post
chest tube x-ray immediately to treat the simple
right pneumothorax.

*Caution: insert a right chest tube, close the right
chest wound, cover all chest wounds with occlusive
dressings, and get a post chest tube x-ray immedi-
ately to treat the right open sucking chest wound.

Merged Message:

*Caution: insert a right chest tube to treat the
simple right pneumothorax and the right open
sucking chest wound. Next close the right chest
wound and cover all chest wounds with occlusive
dressings to further treat the right open sucking
chest wound. Then get a post chest tube x-ray to
complete both goals and also to evaluate the chest.

Figure 1: An Example of a Merged Message

ments comprising a message. The �rst three mea-
sure how well a merge achieves concise, unambigu-
ous, and easily assimilated messages (as required
by the situation in which the messages will be re-
ceived). Reducing the number of repeated action
speci�cations contributes both to concise messages
and less ambiguity; however, achieving this often
requires repeated goal speci�cations which detracts
from conciseness. We hypothesize that a few coher-
ent messages will be more easily assimilated than
many individual messages and thus our metric takes
into account the number of individual critiques that
are merged into the resultant message. The last
term in our metric takes into account the number of
sequentially related segments comprising a merged
message, since actions related to a single treatment
goal will now be distributed over the segments. We
arbitrarily limit combined messages to three seg-
ments in order to maintain a goal-oriented organi-
zation, as dictated by the purpose of our messages.
Figure 2 presents a message that results from apply-
ing several rules, including both Combine-Similar-
Intentions and Revise-Interactions.
Trailing Comments. When several critiques are
merged into a single message, the message may re-
fer to actions that are also part of critiques that did
not participate in the merge. Once those actions
have been introduced in the merged message, fo-
cusing heuristics[8] suggest that the other critiques
referencing these actions be included in the merged
message as well. However, rather than restructure



Original Critiques Produced by TraumaTIQ:

*Caution: get a chest x-ray immediately to rule
out a simple right pneumothorax.

*Caution: get a chest x-ray immediately to rule
out a simple right hemothorax.

*Do not perform local visual exploration of all ab-
dominal wounds until after getting a chest x-ray.
The outcome of the latter may a�ect the need to
do the former.

*Please get a chest x-ray before performing local
visual exploration of all abdominal wounds because
it has a higher priority.

Merged Message:

*Caution: get a chest x-ray to rule out a simple
right pneumothorax and a simple right hemotho-
rax, and use the results of the chest x-ray to decide
whether or not to perform local visual exploration
of all abdominal wounds.

Figure 2: A Merged Message Using Several Rules

the result of our merge transformation, we append
them to the end of the message. Thus we refer to
them as trailing comments.
Unfortunately, trailing comments have the poten-

tial to erroneously suggest new instances of actions.
Our solution to this problem is to (1) make the fo-
cused action the subject of the sentence, reecting
its given status in the discourse, and (2) utilize clue
words to call additional attention to its occurrence
earlier in the message and to the new information
being conveyed. Thus the �rst trailing comment
is introduced with the clue word moreover since it
implies more being said about something already
discussed. The clue word also is used to introduce
the additional information. In one such example
constructed by TraumaGEN, a critique that is not
included in a merged message involves an action
(checking for mu�ed heart sounds) that is part of
the merged message. Thus this critique is realized
as the following trailing comment at the end of the
merged message:

Moreover, checking for mu�ed heart sounds is al-
so indicated to assess the possibility of a pericardial
injury.

A trailing comment may need to refer to other
actions in addition to the one previously focused on.
We accomplish this by subordinating those actions
in a phrase introduced by the clue words along with,
in a sentence in which the previously focused action

is the subject, as in the following trailing comment
about doing a laparotomy:

Moreover, doing the laparotomy is also indicated,
along with repairing the left diaphragm, to treat
the lacerated left diaphragm.

Other Considerations. Communication is best
understood when it reects shared knowledge. In
the emergency center, shared knowledge can be e-
quated with the current state of the case, as entered
into the computer-based medical record (CBMR).
When a procedure is ordered, it thus becomes part
of this shared knowledge. Consequently, we use
de�nite noun phrases to refer both to procedures
and actions already introduced into the treatment
plan by one of the system's messages and to en-
tities introduced via data entry into the CBMR.
For example, even though a peritoneal lavage does
not appear in any of the system's earlier messages,
TraumaGEN produces the following message about
a related scheduling precondition:

Please remember to check for laparotomy scars be-
fore you do the peritoneal lavage.

Shared knowledge is also relevant when the sys-
tem disagrees with the physician about whether a
procedure is appropriate. Since the use of a def-
inite noun phrase suggests an action's acceptance
into the treatment plan, an inde�nite noun phrase
is used to refer to a procedure about which there is
conict. For example, if the physician has ordered
a peritoneal lavage and the system believes that it
may not be needed, depending on the results of a
chest x-ray, TraumaGEN would generate the mes-
sage

Do not do a peritoneal lavage until after getting
a chest x-ray since the outcome of the latter may
a�ect the need to do the former.

RESULTS

While TraumaGEN's e�ectiveness can only be mea-
sured by deploying it in a trauma bay and e-
valuating the degree to which its messages a�ect
the physician's plan, preliminary evaluation can be
used to determine its limitations and to identify
where further work is needed.
We ran TraumaGEN on 48 collected cases of ac-

tual trauma care under a scenario in which critiques
were produced after each physician order. We ex-
tracted a set of critiques from the middle of each of
the 48 cases and used them in our analysis.2

2We used a set of critiques from the middle of each
case since there is nothing to critique at the very be-
ginning of a case and little to critique at the end. It is
generally the middle of a case where critiques appear in
su�cient number to consider the e�ect of TraumaGEN.



We compared the critiques generated by Trauma-
TIQ alone with the messages produced when it was
augmented with TraumaGEN, using four criteria:

1. The number of individual messages produced;

2. The conciseness of the messages;

3. The number of focus shifts required to assimilate
the information;

4. The coherence and subjective quality of the mes-
sages.

The number of individual critiques was reduced by
18% in the 48 critique sets examined. The results
for individual sets ranged from no reduction in cases
where the critiques were independent of one anoth-
er, to 60% in critique sets that were heavily inter-
related. More concise messages resulted from a 12%
reduction in the number of references to diagnostic
or therapeutic actions and goals. Many references
were replaced by pronouns, making the critiques
shorter and more natural. So the number of actu-
al repetitions of an action or goal decreased by an
additional 7%, for a total reduction of 19%.
TraumaGEN kept the same procedures in focus

for a longer time. Twenty-three instances of unnec-
essary topic change were eliminated from the cri-
tique sets out of a possible 79 (29%). Further im-
provement in comprehensibility was gained by sig-
naling an impending focus change six times in the
new critiques.
To evaluate coherence and quality of the mes-

sages, we asked a human subject not a�liated with
our project to compare the new messages to the
original ones. The subject was given the mes-
sages produced by TraumaTIQ and TraumaGEN
for a dozen cases, including the �rst eleven cases
in which the message sets produced by TraumaTIQ
and TraumaGEN were distinct from each other and
from previous cases. A later case was included be-
cause we wanted our test set to include at least one
conicting critique. The old and new messages were
presented as pairs, sometimes TraumaTIQ's mes-
sages �rst and sometimes TraumaGEN's messages
�rst. The written instructions given to the subject
requested that he note whether one set of messages
was more comprehensible than another and, if so,
his judgment as to why that was the case.
In ten of the twelve cases, the subject preferred

TraumaGEN's messages; in eight of these cases, the
preference was very strong while in the other two
cases it was moderate. In one case, the subject pre-
ferred the original TraumaTIQmessages, and in an-
other case the subject had no preference. Where the
subject preferred the original messages produced by
TraumaTIQ, the preference was based on the En-
glish translation of two goals: the subject found the
phrasing confusing when the messages were com-
bined (since the two goals had very similar trans-
lations) but not confusing when the messages were
separated. This problem is easily remedied. The

subject's comments indicated that his preferences
for TraumaGEN's messages were generally based
on reduction of repetition, merging of related mes-
sages, and elimination of conict.

DISCUSSION

Our message planner, TraumaGEN, draws on pre-
vious work in discourse theory to produce integrat-
ed messages from individual critiques each of which
is designed to achieve its own communicative goal.
The need to construct coherent text from multi-
ple individual text plans is a problem that will
increasingly face clinical decision support systems
as sophisticated systems distribute their processing
across individual modules, each of which may pro-
duce a recommendation or have some other need for
communicating with the user. In determining how
to transform individual critiques into coherent in-
tegrated messages, TraumaGEN takes into account
knowledge about the purpose of the messages, the
situation in which the messages will be received,
and the social role of the system. Preliminary eval-
uation of TraumaGEN indicates that it successfully
constructs concise, coherent messages from an arbi-
trary and often inter-related set of critiques.
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